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         PLEASE KEEP YOUR RECEIPT AS THIS WILL AUTHENTICATE YOUR WARRANTY 

TO REGISTER YOUR PRODUCT FOR ITS 24 MONTHS WARRANTY, PLEASE COMPLETE AND KEEP 

THIS DOCUMENT IN AND YOUR RECIEPT IN A SAFE PLACE. 

 

WARRANTY PERIOD (LIMITED WARRANTY) 

 

For the period of  two years  from the date of original  

Retail purchase (the warranty period), we will warrant 

these cooking products                                           

(Oven, Cooktop, Rangehood &Canopy)  that fail to 

function properly under normal domestic  use  (single 

family use only) due to the manufacturers defect when 

installed and operated according to the “Instruction” 

Menu  enclosed with the unit. 

 

 The unit will be repaired or replaced with a unit of 

comparable value, at our opinion, without charge to you 

for parts or actual repair work. Parts supplied under this 

warranty may be new or rebuilt at our option.   

 

*if  supplier agree to  replace your faulty unit , it is the 

purchaser’s responsibility to bring the faulty unit back to 

the authorized service agent at the purchaser’s  cost to 

obtain the replacement. 

 

 

 
TO OBTAIN SERVICE 

Before calling the following numbers for service, please refer 

to the trouble- shooting guide in the instruction manual and 

check all plugs, fuses and electricity supply.  

In the event of  a breakdown, please call following 

numbers for an authorized service: 

 

Tel: 1800886010 

Fax: 03 94644199 

 
 

Please fax through your Warranty Registration Card 

with your purchase invoice , and detailed description of 

the problem to the service agent if you need to make a 

service call. The service agent will arrange an earliest 

date with you for service. 

*Note: Fails to provide purchase invoice, will void 

this warranty. 

 

    
WHAT’S NOT COVERED 

 This warranty  
*does not cover any products used in multi families or 

outdoor or commercial or industrial applications. 

*does not cover the cabinet, the floor or user attached 

things, any damage to the product resulting from 

alterations, neglect, accidents, shipping accident, 

incorrect installation, misuse or abuse, damage due to 

lightning or power surges, or work carried out by 

anyone other than an authorized Service Agent which 

list in this card. 

*does not cover any freight or transportation cost or any 

damage during transit . 

 

*does not cover any consequence  lose due to appliance  

failure.. We suggest all food stuffs and wines be 

adequately insured in the event of the failure of the 

refrigeration system or the wine coolers. 

*does not cover appliance has been serviced by any un 

authorized  person, or with non-approved parts. 

 

*does not cover any damage or blockages caused by 

foreign objects. E.g.:coins,underwires,nails,buttons,or 

jewelry. 

*does not cover internal or external damage as a result 

of excessive use of laundry products or cleaning agents 

 

 

 *does not cover wear due to use or ageing, examples 

include broken light bulbs, discoloration of synthetic or 

enameled parts ,an”d scratches 

*does  not cover improper use and incorrect or 

insufficient maintenance, examples include: broken glass 

or damage to the enamel finishing caused by bumps or by 

dropping objects on or against the appliance. Insufficient 

or improper maintenance may also result in discoloration 

of surface or rapid ageing of rubber and plastic parts. 

 

*does  not  cover defects or damage resulting from 

insufficient ventilation or faulty electrical connections. 

*does not cover service calls to correct the installation of 

your appliance, instruct you on how to use your appliance 

,replace house fuse or correct wiring or plumbing 

*does not cover traveling time or freight to our 

authorized service agents where the appliance is installed 

outside of a normal service area. 

*does not cover damage caused by vermin, insects or 

pets. 

*does not  cover appliances which been purchased 

through auction or be repossessed under any financing 

agreement. 

*does not cover  any  installation  or re installation cost  

involve with service or replace the faulty appliances. 

*does not cover any  appliances which been installed that 

make  technician can’t access to it without damage the 

units or the adjoin cabinet or seals. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 




